VOLUTE KRATER ATTRIBUTED TO THE BALTIMORE PAINTER
Apulian, 330-320 B.C.
Terracotta
Height: 73.7 cm (29 in)
Reference: 28490

The obverse with a native Italic warrior and his horse within an Ionic
naiskos, the podium with scrolling, the warrior wearing a belted red
tunic and a pilos helmet, holding a spear in his left hand and the reins
in his right, to the right of the naiskosa seated female holding an
oinochoe and a wreath, and a standing female with a mirror and a
situla, and to the left a seated female with a fan and a situla, and a
standing female with a cista and wreaths; the reverse with four offering
bearers around a stele tied with a black fillet, to the right a seated
female with a cista, a fillet and a ball of wool, and a standing female
with a phiale, two fillets and a grape cluster, to the left a seated female
with a cista and a fillet, and a standing female with a situla and a
mirror; a band of meander with dotted squares encircling below, the
shoulders with a band of tongues above a thin band of dotted ovolo, the
neck of the obverse with a female head wearing a sakkos emerging
from a blossom amidst elaborate scrolling, a band of key and a thin
band of bead-and-reel above, the neck of the reverse with elaborate
palmettes, a band of laurel centered by a rosette above, wave on the
underside of the rim, dotted ovolo on the rim, palmette complexes
below the handles, molded duck heads on the shoulders framing the
handles; the volutes with molded female heads, white on the obverse,
reserved on the reverse; details in added white, yellow and red.
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